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TRAVELLING TERRORS CAN WE AVOID THEM?
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THE COUNTDOWN TO YOUR HOLIDAY HAS ENDED. FINALLY,
THE DAY HAS COME. EVERYONE APPEARS EXCITED AS WE
PREPARE FOR THE NEW PLACES TO VISIT, NEW PEOPLE TO
MEET, NEW ADVENTURES TO EXPLORE AND LOTS OF NEW,
NEW, NEW. BUT SOON, THE INEVITABLE. THE MELTDOWN OF
ALL MELTDOWNS. BUT WHY?
Holidays and travelling appear a great idea and, for many, it is all smooth
sailing. However, for others it becomes an absolute nightmare. But why? Aren’t
holidays supposed to fun and enjoyed by all? As much as there is much to
look forward to in a holiday, there is also much that people don’t feel equipped
to respond to. Our principles at Fabic are based on understanding that all
unwanted behaviour is preceded by anxiety. “Anxiety occurs when a person
does not feel equipped to respond to what’s in front of you,” says Serge
Benhayon.
The meltdowns that occur for many are simply because the holidays are
presenting parts of life they may not yet perceive they have the required skills
to respond to. For example, some people do not perceive they are equipped
to deal with new people, new places, new experiences, new adventures or
new sensations. Holidays present change. Just about anything that is familiar
to a person changes when they go on holiday. Their routine often changes,
their bed, the room they wake up in, the places they visit, the people they
spend time with, the activities they participate in etc. Everything changes on
holidays. Holidays take away the familiarity of life by offering the unfamiliar.
The unfamiliar may be embraced by many, but for others is the trigger to
anxiety. So should we not go on holidays? Absolutely not. Holidays are like
any other part of life - an opportunity to learn life skills. What if we embraced
the holiday not as a ‘relief from life’, but rather a new part of life where new
skills are required. What if a person’s life lesson is learning to embrace and feel
equipped to respond to ‘new’ and all the ‘new’ that the holiday will bring.

HOLIDAYS CAN GO FROM POTENTIAL NIGHTMARES FOR SOME, TO
SMOOTH SAILING BY SIMPLY APPLYING SOME SIMPLE TOOLS ALONG
THE WAY:

1. Always allow your child to express what they are feeling.
Bring understanding to the communication.
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2. Never judge what they are saying, experiencing or feeling to be wrong.
Statements starting with “I understand this might be tough for you” go a long
way.
3. Don’t switch off and make your holiday a relief from your everyday
life. Embrace the holiday as another learning opportunity. With learning
opportunities, we can be open to teaching and learning new skills.
4. Prepare for the new.
5. Well before the holiday, help create pictures so the person knows what to

expect. Use calendars to show how many sleeps away the holiday is. Use the
internet to show where you are going and some possible experiences you will
have.

6. Above all else, ensure your child feels safe to be themselves, to express
what they are finding challenging and given the opportunity to learn in every
given moment.
Holidays are no different to any other part of life as they are a part of the
school of life.
Visit www.fabic.com.au

LAUNCHING THE BODY
LIFE SKILLS PROGRAM,
a way forward with true and
lasting behaviour change.

www.bodylifeskills.com
Free Youtube clips:

www.youtube.com/channel/UClxyp32dQcFZiLv8cB3yI9Q
Please visit our website for further information.
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